
Part 2: Emissions Processing 
Basics

� SMOKE Programs
� Data flow
� Shared program details
� Capabilities
� Benefits
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SMOKE
Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions
http://www.smoke-model.org



Emissions Processing Paradigms
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Linear

Parallel



SMOKE Programs
� Smkinven
� Grdmat
� Spcmat
� Cntlmat
� Grwinven
� Temporal
� Normbeis3
� Tmpbeis3

� Elevpoint
� Laypoint
� Smkmerge
� Mrggrid
� Smk2emis
� Mrgelev
� Smkreport
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SMOKE Programs
� Import inventory data

� Smkinven
� Spatial allocation

� Grdmat
� Chemical speciation

� Spcmat
� Apply control factors

� Cntlmat

� Apply growth gactors
� Grwinven

� Temporal allocation
� Temporal

� Import biogenic gridded 
land use data
� Normbeis3

� Meteorology-based temporal 
adjustments for biogenics
� Tmpbeis3
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SMOKE Programs
� Select elevated sources

� Elevpoint
� Calculate layer fractions 

(plume rise)
� Laypoint

� Process meteorology data 
for MOVES
� Met4moves

� Calculate gridded MOVES 
emissions
� Movesmrg

� Source category merge
� Smkmerge

� All category merge
� Mrggrid

� Output low-level CAMx
files
� Smk2emis

� Output elevated CAMx
files
� Mrgelev

� Create QA reports
� Smkreport
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Area/Mobile Source 
Processing
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Area/Mobile  Source 
Processing
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Point Source Processing
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Point Source Processing
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Biogenic Source Processing
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SMOKE 
Programs

Smkinven

Grdmat

Spcmat

Temporal

Elevpoint

Laypoint

Cntlmat

Smkmerge

Grwinven

Normbeis3 Tmpbeis3

Program Shows input or output

Optional

Point

Biogenic



SMOKE Data Flow
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Shared Program Details
� Sources must be unique, based on SMOKE source 

characteristics
� Sources are always sorted in a particular order

� I/O API library used to create intermediate and 
output files

� netCDF files are binary, direct access, and platform-
independent

Inventory
Emissions

Factors
(matrices)

=  Model-ready Emissionsx



Shared Program Details
� All programs output log files
� Programs can handle:

� Only one source category (Movesmrg, Laypoint, 
Normbeis3)

� Multiple source categories, but in separate runs 
(Smkinven, Grdmat, Temporal, Spcmat)

� Multiple source categories in the same run (Smkmerge, 
Mrggrid)

� Environment variables are used to name files 
and directories; called “logical file names”

setenv MYFILE /home/train/myfile.txt



SMOKE Capabilities
Data Import 
� Formats

� FF10 and ORL (One Record-per-Line): area, 
mobile, and point, and day- and hour-specific 
point

� CEM format : hour-specific point
� BEIS3: gridded land use (BELD3 data)

� User-selected pollutants
� 16-character name limit
� No limit on number of pollutants
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SMOKE Capabilities
Spatial Allocation
� Input coordinates: Lat-Lon or Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM)
� Output projections: Lat-Lon, Lambert 

Conformal, UTM, polar stereographic
� Any number and size of grid cells
� Area: apply gridding surrogates; can assign 

Lat-Lon coordinates during data import
� Mobile: apply gridding surrogates
� Point: assign point source locations to grid cells
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SMOKE Capabilities
Speciation

� User-selected species, unlimited number, 16-
character name limit

� Flexible photochemical and aerosol 
mechanisms

� Handles both mole-based and mass-based 
speciation
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SMOKE Capabilities
Temporal Allocation

� Supports monthly, weekly, and hourly profiles
� Allows different hourly profiles for each day of the week

� Can use hourly, daily or annual inventory data for 
point and area sources

� Biogenics based on meteorology data
� Automatic accounting for holidays
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SMOKE Capabilities
Growth and Controls
� Uses year-specific growth factors to project 

inventories to future or past years
� Several types of multiplicative and 

reactivity controls
� FIPS and SCC for Area and Mobile
� Source-specific for Point
� Pollutant-specific growth and controls
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SMOKE Capabilities
Biogenics Processing
� Emission factors for all 230 land use types 

in BELD3 data
� Several photochemical mechanisms 

available through the Speciation Tool
� Calculates CO and VOC emissions from 

plants and NO emissions from soils
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SMOKE Capabilities
Point Source Processing
� Annual, Day- and/or hour-specific data by 

pollutant
� Supports customized source definition 

based on inventory format (FF10,EMS-95, 
IDA, ORL)

� Selects elevated and PinG sources
� Can import Continuous Emissions 

Monitoring (CEM) data
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SMOKE Capabilities
Elevated Source Options
� Can generate an elevated sources file for  

inline plume rise in a CTM
� Treat all sources as potentially elevated: 

SMOKE computes plume rise
� Select elevated sources: SMOKE computes 

plume rise for elevated sources
� Select PinG sources: SMOKE outputs special 

PinG file
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Benefits of SMOKE
� Faster computing than other emissions processing 

systems (compiled unix-based program)
� “Parallel” processing paradigm for multiple grids, 

control strategies, chemical mechanisms, etc.
� Machine-independent binary file format (netCDF)
� No grid or inventory size limits
� No limit to number of pollutants or species
� Processing for ozone, toxics, PM, wildfires, offshore 

sources, and aircraft modeling
� Open source codes for users
� Output for CMAQ and CAMx (future AERMOD supports)
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SMOKE Libraries and Utilities

� I/O API
�NetCDF
�Surrogate Tool
�Speciation Tool
�PAVE
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SMOKE Libraries and Utilities
� Library files provide an easy way for programs to 

share commonly used subroutines; three 
libraries used by CMAQ 

� I/O API - an easy-to-learn, easy-to-use 
programming library for data storage and 
access, available for both Fortran and C 

� netCDF - an interface for array-oriented data 
access and a library that provides an 
implementation of the interface
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I/O API Utilities
� The Input/Output Applications Programming 

Interface contains an extensive set of utility 
routines for manipulating dates and times, 
performing coordinate conversions, storing and 
recalling grid definitions, sparse matrix 
arithmetic, etc., as well as a set of data-
manipulation and statistical analysis programs 

� Command line programs that are easy to script 
for automating analysis and post processing

� http://www.baronams.com/products/ioapi/
� Examples of I/O API utilities
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I/O API Utilities
� m3diff:  for computing statistics for pairs of 

variables and for applying various comparison 
("differencing") operations to those variables in 
a pair of files

� m3edhdr:  edit header attributes/file descriptive 
parameters

� m3merge: merges selected variables from a set 
of input files for a specified time period, and 
writes them to a single output file, with optional 
variable-renaming in the process

� vertot: compute vertical-column totals of 
variables in a file
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netCDF Library
� The Network Common Data Form is an interface to a 

library of data access functions for storing and 
retrieving data in the form of arrays

� An abstraction that supports a view of data as a 
collection of self-describing, network-transparent 
objects that can be accessed through a simple 
interface

� By using direct file access, netCDF achieves the goal 
of supporting efficient access to small subsets of large 
datasets

� www.unidata.ucar.edu/packages/netcdf/



The Surrogate Tool

� Creates dozens of surrogates from Shapefile 
DBF attributes, or functions of the attributes 
� e.g., Urban Population, Industrial Land
� Uses Spatial Allocator’s srgcreate program

� Merges surrogates 
� 0.75*Total Road Miles + 0.25*Population

� Gapfills surrogates to prevent dropping of 
emissions - up to four levels deep



The Speciation Tool

� Generates chemical speciation profiles for 
emission models, including SMOKE’s GSPRO 
� Supports any defined chemical mechanism
� Supports both VOC and PM species
� Supports integrated and non-integrated HAPS
� Supports both active and tracer toxics
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PAVE
� Package for Analysis and Visualization of 

Environmental data is a UNIX/Linux graphics tool 
for netCDF and UAM formatted data

� PAVE is a flexible and distributed application to 
visualize multivariate gridded environmental 
datasets

� Easily scriptable to automate plot generation
� Creates 2-d tile plots, time series, 3-d mesh plots, 

bar charts, scatter plots, and integrates 
observations into graphics

� http://www.cmascenter.org/html/models.html
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PAVE

� Exports images and data in GIF, MPEG, 
Animated GIF, ascii text, and postscript

� Intuitive graphical user interface
� Current version is PAVE 2.3
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PAVE



PAVE



PAVE


